Community
Supported
Agriculture

Getting your share

The project is supported by a grant from Switzerland through the Swiss Contribution.

Foreword
The Association of Conscious Consumers,
a Hungarian NGO, and AGRIDEA, a Swiss
NGO, launched a joint programme in 2012
aimed at raising awareness of the theory
and practice of Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) and providing support for the
spread of such initiatives in both countries.
CSA is not the only solution to confront and
solve the problems and difficulties related
to marketing, living and purchasing conditions in agriculture. However, it is a powerful model for producers and consumers
who seek reliable,

sustainable food re-

sources and alternative ways of consuming
and marketing.
Through this publication we hope to support the efforts made to promote local
foods and local production. Since we cannot provide a single “recipe for success”
that would provide every detail for each
potential situation, we have created the
following framework that outlines various
important considerations. We hope it will
be valuable guide for understanding and
setting-up CSA initiatives.
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what is

Community

Supported
Agriculture__ _

c

ommunity

Supported

Agriculture

(CSA) is an economic model based on
partnership, long-term commitment

and participation between farmers and
consumers. CSA provides an alternative
to traditional food marketing methods:
unlike retail, it focuses on engaging the
consumers and maintaining the small
scale farms.
In practice, a CSA consists of committed
cooperation between a farmer or multiple
farmers and a group of consumers, often
reinforced through bilateral contracts.
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Consumers pledge to buy farm products,
generally for a pre-determined price, for
a whole season/year, while the farmer(s)
focus on producing to the best of their ability for the consumers’ community during
the agreed upon period.

Many different types of CSA exists, for example

share farms: members share and divide up the whole harvest and all costs of
the farm.

box schemes: consumers only commit
themselves to buy (preferably subscribe
for) the farm's produce, which is distributed to them in boxes during a given period.
This should not be confused with box delivery services ordered from a trader, since
one does not know the real source of their
products.
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Though CSA can be interpreted as a direct
trading initiative, it is more than that. While
farmer-consumer communication and
interaction are important features of CSA,
when compared to direct marketing initiatives (e.g., farmers markets, pick-yourown sales, roadside and on-farm stands,
farm shops, farmers’ shelves in local
stores) CSA is more focused on the service
than product. Although CSA consumers are
also interested in what they get for their
money, they directly pay for the costs of
production rather than paying for fluctuations in market prices.
CSA focuses on the sustainability of
farms, hence putting special emphasis
on fair pricing to make sustainable farming worthwhile. The prices consumers pay
should cover both production costs and
guarantee wages that ensure an acceptable livelihood for producers.
for reasons of simplification, in this
publication we deal mainly with the
share farm model of csa.
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CSA is characterised by mutual advantages.
For producers

Shares production risks, better
prices for products.

"The biggest advantage is
that it brings farmers and

Higher financial security, assures

consumers together.

production costs are met.

It supports mutual understanding and helps share

Higher level of autonomy in

both the responsibilities

production techniques crop

and risks."

varieties.
Demand based production leads
to less waste.
Simplified marketing with lower
costs and minimal risks.
Promotes more diversity on the
farm (more types of production
and products).
More time for producing, family
and, sometimes, for holidays.
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Matthew Hayes, organic
farmer, Zsámbok, Hungary

For consumers

Access to high-quality, healthy
food at reasonable and fair
prices.

"It is important for us to
purchase seasonal vegetables from a local farm.

Awareness of food resources

With Aron’s [AMAP] we

(what, how and by whom it is

began to eat vegetables

produced).

we had never had on our
table before (like swiss

Reconnection to the land, farm-

chard, or parsnips). Pro-

ers and other consumers, and

cessing everything the

participation in food production.

day after the pickup is not
a simple task, but this is

Living one's environmental, eco-

how we can have quali-

nomic and social beliefs.

ty vegetables even during
wintertime."

Higher level of food sovereignty/
autonomy: even consumers’
special needs can be met.

Zsuzsi Panyi, Szentendre,
Hungary

Discovery of old local varieties
and new ways of cooking.
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The short history of community supported agriculture
The roots of CSA can be traced back to at
least three original sources.

1 The

Japanese

"teikei”

distribution

system that was initiated by housewives
looking for authentic, healthy and reliable
sources of food in the 1960s

2 The concepts of associative economics
(all stakeholders of the food supply chain
– producer, consumer, trader, engrosser
and creditor- are equals) and biodynamic agriculture (oldest organic agricultural
movement) thought up by rudolf steiner,
the Austrian philosopher.

3 The practices of Southern American
co-operative from the early 1970s.
The latter two were the main influences
behind the formation of the first European
12

CSA in Switzerland (Les Jardin de Cocagne)
and Germany (Buschberghof) during the
1970s and 1980s.
Since then it has spread throughout the

continent, which has led to a rich diversity
of CSA (e.g., amaps in France, asats in Romania, gasaps in Belgium and reciproco
in Portugal). According to the international
CSA network urgenci, there are currently
around 4,000 farms following CSA principles in Europe with roughly 400,000
members.
In Hungary, the first recorded CSA box
scheme was the open garden near Gödöllő,
which operated between 1998 and 2006.
Other “early birds” were the BAZ county "bioéléskamra" and the Bionium in
Újlengyel. In 2011, the “hungarian ecopartnership” bought land and hired farmers for its community-led CSA. Meanwhile,
the “eleven föld” social cooperative was
established in Miskolc. The same year a few
other organic farms, inspired by the french
amaps, also set up their own CSA schemes
(notably évkerék ökotanya near Kistelek,
háromkaptár organic garden in Tahitótfalu, the “biokert” in Szigetmonostor and
Nemes Mátyás' farm in Fülöpjakab). The
number of initiatives is growing promisingly: in 2012 the Pro Cserehat Association set
up "privát lecsó", and box schemes were
organised by transition wekerle and
the transition danube bank groups. The
prospects for 2013 are also promising: new
initiatives will likely be setup.
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Tasks on a CSA farm
1 the producer and consumers
plan together

2

3 the producer makes

4

working on the farm

6

the consumer cooks
with their share

a plan for the year

5 weekly delivery
of the shares

14

signing contracts
and agreeing on
payment

about tve
Since 2008 the Hungarian
Association of Conscious
Consumers has been inviting farmers and consumers
with experience in CSA from
all over the world to help
spread CSA in Hungary. So
far we have had guests
from Austria, France, Germany, Switzerland and the
UK who have shared useful theoretical information
and practical experience
with us.
http://tudatosvasarlo.
hu/english
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02
values

Solidarity

Partnership

T

he foundation of CSA is, unsurprisingly,
a community where individuals dedicate themselves to common interests,

goals and norms that are manifested in
mutual solidarity and partnership.
In the CSA context, community refers to

the group of consumers who ally with a
farmer to support their agricultural activity
or to employ them for the sake of further
social, environmental and cultural benefits
(see Chapter 1).
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In fact, CSA is a value-driven community venture which
aims at the following.
Providing environmentally sound,
sustainable alternative to the current food system.
Providing more employment and
ensuring a livelihood for rural populations.
Preserving artisanal production
methods.
Maintaining higher levels of diversity
in nature and crops.

"What matters is that
it is Hungarian, local,

Contributing to the conservation of

nearby. We know the

natural landscapes.

farmer and can meet
her –I believe and see

Ensuring the transparency of price

that she is doing her

and farm techniques.

best. Besides, it is also
important that wehave
a say in what there
has been too much of,
and what do we need
instead?"
Dániel Szelényi, Budapest
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Solidarity in CSA means mutual respect and fairness.

For consumers

For farmers

Pay a fair price covering all the

Ask for reasonable price for their

costs of the production and CSA

products, making high quality

operations.

food more affordable.

Share the risks: e.g., accept

Share the benefits: provide more

shortages due to bad weather or

during abundant harvests.

pests,
Accept the seasonal, technical

Integrate the needs of the

and other limitations of produc-

CSA-community into their plan-

tion.

ning, production and distribution.

Be open to discussing problems
with other members of the community and have a role in finding
solutions.
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partnership is key to CSAs’ effectiveness
and long-term viability. This partnership
relies on the long-term and mutual commitment between farmers (to supply) and
consumers (to receive). Perhaps even more
important is that it is built upon the synergies of community participation in planning, farming, distribution and financing.
Building and maintaining a strong, healthy
farmer-consumer partnership can ensure satisfaction for both parties and good
business performance.
However, CSA requires the revising and
expansion of traditional farmer and
consumer roles. In the case of CSA, a consumer is a "member" or "share-holder"
who, depending on the CSA-system, participates in the process of farming, which
relies on the whole community and not just
the farmer.
Finally, partnership is about finding and accepting compromises. Consumers accept
the limitations of production and accept
the inherent risks of agriculture: excess
from an extraordinarily good yield or losses
from a poor one are equally shared. At the
same time, farmers take the needs of consumers into greater consideration and let
them have more influence than they normally would.
20

On the other hand, the farmer is no longer
forced to produce according to the standards and formal requirements of vendors
and customers. The farmer-consumer alliance that emerges in the context of CSA
depends on the feasibility of the farm's operations, shared common interests and the
flexibility to accept and adapt to changing
circumstances.

"The CSA's relationship to members is completely different
when compared to the relationship of consumers to the market.
In our case we share everything
and have no opposing interests.
In the market consumers and retailers are always confronted by
price: one of them always comes
out badly or believes they have.
This does not happen with AMAP.
However, I do not consider my
products to be commodities nor
distribution as a sale. I regard
this as a process: a group of people charged us with providing
their food-supply."
Áron Pető, Biokert,
Szigetmonostor, Hungary
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Community: we are one team through thick and thin
To maintain the support of consumers, CSA
farmers need to look beyond merely recruiting a sufficient number of consumers
and operate in a community context. The
best outcomes and strongest communities require continuous community
development.

Therefore, it is important to understand and consider that
CSA is not only about consuming. It is also about...
Participating in meaningful, productive
and important activities.
Creating a real, active community with a
sense of belonging.
Reconnecting people to the land and farming; providing possibilities for learning
and personal development.
Having healthy and nutritious food from
safe and reliable sources.
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Necessary to continuously engage in community
development.
Emphasising that "we are one team", creating a shared vision and identity.
Ensuring good communication between
farmer - consumers and consumers-consumers.
Organising regular personal meetings,
gatherings and celebrations.

Consequently emphasise the importance of partnership
and sharing the "mission":
Building relationships: the farmer has to
know the members and vice versa.
Involving members in various duties and
sharing responsibilities.
Creating clear definitions and building
consensus on rules and responsibilities.
Giving and receiving feedback; planning
with the community.
Staying transparent and accountable in
order to strengthen trust.
Being flexible and open to change and
adaptation.
23

03
Trust

Contract

Commitment

T

rust and commitment are important
underlying principles for the long term
success of CSA; they are the glue that

holds farmers and consumers together.

Without trust and commitment failure is
inevitable, only a matter of time.
Commitment arises from the intention of
consumers and farmers to cooperate. This
cooperation is often reinforced by a bilateral agreement or contract signed for a given period (usually a whole year or a season).
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The aim of such a contract is to clearly define the responsibilities and duties of both parties.
The consumer

Paying a set price for their share/
products on a schedule and
method of payment.

Swiss Soliterre's box
scheme (www.soliterre.ch)

Accepting that harvest usually

supplies 200 families with

cannot be modified for individuals'

fresh food on a week-

preferences.

ly basis. Delivery points,
mostly located in Bern,

Accepting the seasonality of

are managed by volun-

products.

teers who are present
when the boxes are deliv-

Respecting and accepting the

ered. They also take care

special knowledge and skills of

of any boxes not picked

the farmer.

up by their owners.

Cleaning and returning boxes
and other containers used for
distribution.
Taking part in specific tasks
(e.g. help in delivery, harvesting).
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The farmer

Farming to the best of their
abilities to satisfy the needs and
expectations of consumers.

"Sometimes it is a problem that consumers
do not understand the

Following special farming meth-

system. We had some-

ods (e.g., organic, biodynamic,

one, for instance, who

kosher, permaculture).

did not show up for their
delivery several times

Defining quantities supplied by

and was unreacha-

one share.

ble by phone or email.
Afterwards, of course,

Defining the method and frequency of distribution.

they complained about
having to pay. In such
a situation one must

Setting the number and size of

stand their ground. If a

farm events.

share is not paid in ad-

Setting a price for a share or half-

of the month, it will

vance at the beginning
share.

be not delivered. The
contract also defines

Determining opportunities for

consumer responsibil-

and manner of voluntary farm

ity for pickup, and if a

work.

share is not taken, we
carry it back home"

Ensuring transparency related to
the production.
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Orsolya Kiss-Kovacs,
“Évkerék” Ecofarm,
Hungary

Though a contract or agreement can play
an important role, the most significant
feature is mutual trust. Consumers must
believe that the farmer(s) will really do their
best and that they will receive a fair share
of the harvest. On the other hand, farmers
must believe they can rely on their consumer communities for risk-sharing, help
with operations and problem solving.
Though both parties need to have a certain
amount of trust in advance, trust can and
must be increased. In this respect, direct
person-to-person contact plays the most
crucial role. Farmers need to be transparent regarding their farms’ operations,
needs and limitations. At the same time,
the needs and requirements of (future)
consumers need to be assessed; a discourse on planning, options and limitations
must be started. The agreement defining
the framework and rules of the CSA community must be the result of a consensus
building process.
In the case of existing, operational CSAs,
both consumers and farmers need to
be and remain honest, credible and, to a
certain degree, accountable. Community
evaluation is just as important as community planning: successes, failures, worries,
expectations and new ideas have to be
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equally shared and exchanged within CSA
communities.
Farmers should never be afraid to ask for
help from their community, even if it is for
additional financing or extra help. Trust is a
major asset that must not be squandered!

Participatory Quality Assurance/Guarantee Scheme
Consumers of CSAs have a unique opportunity for confidence in their food sources.
They can visit the farm regularly and find out
what is going on there. This kind of participatory quality assurance differs from other non-participatory, abstract guarantee
schemes. In CSA standards are defined by
farmers and consumers, not just by certification bodies.
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04
The
Share

I

n CSA consumers cannot generally
choose the contents of their share and
must take it as is, though they have

some say during the common planning
process. Hence, successful and stable
operations require farmers to satisfy the
needs of their communities. To accomplish
this, a continuous, high-quality, abundant

and diverse supply needs to be provided
during the period of the contract.

31
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A continuous supply requires the following:
Thoughtful planning that con-

a balanced and satisfactory

siders seasonal conditions and

supply throughout the year/

crop diversity.

season.

Accurate timing of planting and

Always having fresh products.

harvesting for distribution.
The flexibility to react intelli-

saved products

gently to unexpected difficul-

For example, deep frozen peas

ties (e.g., heavy rainfalls, frost.)

or tomatoes processed as
sauce.
manage surpluses
Process food from extraordinarily good harvests to save for
later when less fresh produce
is available.

The readiness to widen the

improve and balance shares

range of products.

Fruits, herbs, flowers, honey,
conserves, pickles, chutneys,
juices, syrups.

Systematic collection, evalua-

consumer friendly produc-

tion and integration of consum-

tion.

er needs.
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Improvements should be made but must
remain realistic. In all aspects of CSA, a prac-

"Even the box is

tical balance must be found between the

composed to be

ideal and the realistic options: the system

easy-to-use: it

should be inexpensive and simple to run!

contains equal

An example of this would be the burdens

amounts of items

and costs of processing: if the monetary

that should be

and labour costs are too high, it might be

eaten fresh and

better to leave the processing of surpluses

others that are

to individual members.

suitable for storing. This must

A share should not be excessively large ei-

be learned and

ther: in such a case, consumers might tend

accepted – which

to choose half shares instead of full ones,

to eat first and

which might have a negative impact on in-

how long each

come and increase the burden of adminis-

vegetable can be

trative tasks (more members would need

stored."

to be recruited and served, resulting in
more time spent making shares and managing contacts).

Zsuzsa Katona,
Göd, Hungary

What about adding variety to shares with products
from other farmers?
Incorporating products from other producers in the share might be a good idea
- especially because it might attract more
consumers. However, the extra tasks relating to it (purchasing, packing, invoicing,
etc.) should be always considered: these
could reduce the cost-benefit balance.
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Furthermore, other difficulties can emerge:
sharing the profits, handling complaints etc.
Collaboration between several farmers to
provide a wider range of products can work
very well when the rules of collaboration
are clearly defined and well communicated.
If a producer cannot provide a wide enough
range of demanded products, he should
work with other local farmers rather than
buy from commercial dealers.
Consumers of a CSA, on the other hand,
must be patient and tolerant. Because
consumers cannot choose what their
share contains, they must overcome some
ordinary consumer attitudes: they must
learn and plan to cook from what they
have rather than what they spontaneously
want. Furthermore, to be able to eat/use
everything they get without wasting it,
they have to change the way they cook, live
and manage their kitchen.

"Compared to our earlier practice, when I could only take
8 to 10 kinds of vegetables to the market to sell, we now
produce around 40 different varieties. This is a great challenge to our way of gardening that requires an increased
level of care. For instance, our members asked, for ‘naked’
[husk-free] table oats and turnips, none of which we had
dealt with before"
Áron Pető, Biokert, Szigetmonostor, Hungary
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Adapting to this new way of cooking can be assisted with
various tools.
recipes for the processing of products
(sometimes experimental or unusual) and
ways to avoid food waste.
instructions and tips for the storage and
processing of products not used immediately.
exchange table or box at the delivery
point where unwanted items can be left
for others to take (it may be useful to note
some rate of exchange).
spreadsheets circulated among members
for long term and regular exchanges.
It is important that CSA members should
not wait on the farmer for solutions; they
should also be responsible for finding solutions and implementing them.
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For example, the "Háromkaptár" Vegetable Community
previously distributed the following summer and winter
shares on a weekly basis:
January 2013

37

July 2012

05
Price

and Payment

C

SA is not about cheap food. It is about
fair and reasonable pricing for food,
though it often provides cheaper food

than from other sources (especially if quality and other values are taken into account).

The main aim of income is to sustain the
CSA, not to make a profit. Since it is not
necessary to make a profit, the prices only
have to cover the yearly costs of supplies
and labour.

39
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Pricing in CSA is...
fair;
The ultimate goal is to ensure sufficient income for the farmers, which enables them
to live a dignified life and have a reasonable standard of living.

reasonable;
The prices are based on the overall costs of
CSA farming operations.
Due to "direct trading/selling", the costs
related to marketing (working time, money and loss) may be lower.
Mitigating and sharing the risks of production and marketing lowers prices too.

and independent of actual
market prices.
CSA producers are free from everyday
competition and price fluctuations. Because of this, market distortions have little
influence on pricing.
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In the classic CSA model (share farms),
the price (per year or season) is determined by share according to the number
of share-holders:

price

csa production
costs

csa salaries
number of members

The price of subscriptions must be set at
the beginning of the season and included in
the contract/agreement. It is beneficial to
have pricing based on planning carried out
with the involvement of the community. It
allows consumers to understand what they
pay for is “membership”. Though low prices
might be attractive to recruit more members, no compromises should be made that
would damage financial sustainability and
stability: income must cover production
and operational costs. To have reserves is
especially important for long-term maintenance of the operation.

other costs of
csa operations
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Besides money, price can also include a
certain number of working hours. For instance, members often have to take part in
distribution by managing the drop-off site
a few times per season.
Payment methods can include cash, bank
transfers or bank cheques, depending on
the situation. The timing and number of
payments are also important considera-

The boxes of the Ger-

tions. Ideally members pay for their share

man gartencoop, near

upfront in one installment after signing the

Freiburg, have no fixed

contact/agreement. This ensures suffi-

price. Farmers share the

cient operating capital and stability for the

yearly operating budget

farmer since they don't have to invest and

with the consumers at

then wait for a return. Many CSAs in Swit-

the annual general as-

zerland also divide the payments into sev-

sembly. Each member

eral installments, for example once every

offers as much as they

four months.

can afford to pay. Sol-

Paying with cheques

for Gartencoop that, de-

idarity is so important
spite members paying
In case of the French AMAPs, consum-

different amounts, each

ers can pay upfront in cash or by writ-

member receives the

ing cheques when signing the contract.

same amount of pro-

If they do not want to or are unable to pay

duce in their share. To

in one installment, they can write multiple

this day, this voluntary

cheques with smaller amounts and define

contribution scheme of

when they are to be cashed. Though they

paying what you can

don't have the pay in advance, farmers still

has managed to cover

have a form of guarantee that they will re-

the budget.

ceive payment.
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The costs of a CSA farm will likely include the following:
land-lease or purchase

delivery and transportation
costs

cost of materials
(e.g. seeds, manure, organic

amortisation

pesticides, irrigation equipment,

(e.g. machines, buildings)

plastic for tunnels)
administrative costs
cost of buying or renting and

(e.g. bookkeeper, banking)

maintaining agricultural
equipment

cost of labour, salary, common charge, wage of seasonal

costs of husbandry

workers

(e.g. livestock, fodder, veterinary
services, insurance)

taxes, vat, insurance, reserves/
emergency fund

inspection, registration and
administration costs related
to organic production
(e.g. bookkeeping, internet)

irrigation
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Distribution

delivery and pickup

T

he everyday operation of CSA farms is
limited by the system of distribution.
Products are usually delivered once a

week to one or more distribution points.
Because the place and time of the distribution is fixed, accurate planning and logistics

are needed on the farmer’s side to ensure
all of the products are delivered fresh
and on time, even during the hot summer
months.

45

Distribution requires special attention and effort.
the manner of distribution must be
chosen with careful consideration of the
following points: where should the distribution points be located (convenient
for members yet practical) and with what
hours of operation.
production must be linked to distribution
to ensure that fresh yields are distributed.
It is worthwhile to involve members in the
distribution process (e.g., they can rotate
responsibility for performing certain duties necessary for distribution).
The use of reusable containers (boxes,
glasses, bags etc.) depends on the environmental considerations of the community.
distribution can provide occasions for
farmers and consumers to meet. Personalised delivery can be especially useful when combined with other activities
(signing contracts, collecting payment,
receiving feedback, etc.).

46

Most widespread types of delivery

Farm pick up

Works if members live nearby or delivery

Members come to the

events only occur occasionally.

farm to collect shares at

Favours community development.

specified times.

Drop-off points

Favourable if members live further away

Products are left at safe

or if they cannot agree on a single pickup

places where members

time.

can go to collect them.

No chance for meeting, everybody arrives
at different times.

Delivery events

Can be very effective but less flexible.

Products are provided by

An occasion for personal meeting and

farmers at certain times

community development.

and places for personal
pickup.

Home delivery

Works only if members live in close prox-

Products are delivered to

imity; important for certain products

members’ homes.

(e.g., bakery, milk.)
Might be resource intensive for the farmer.

Postal delivery

Only suitable for certain products and

Products are sent by

might be costly.

post/courier service.

Lack of personal contact, but favours
cooperation with far away members.
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Products can be arranged (and transported) for pickup in
two main ways.

In bulk

Arrangements

Pickup

Farmers or members

A sign tells members

arrange sufficient quan-

the portions they can

tities of crops by kind in

take home and helpers

large cases.

can assist in quickly
distributing the correct
amount to members.

Pre-sorted

Farmers sort portions in

Members simply pick

boxes.

up their boxes.

In certain cases (e.g., in case of home delivery) the pre-sorting of products, possibly
into boxes labelled by name, is inescapable. It might also be that some consumers
prefer not selecting their own, ensuring
that everyone gets the same. However,
pre-sorting increases the burden on the
farmers, and the use of hygienic bags and
boxes may raise costs too. Therefore, it
might be better to transport products to
drop off points in bulk and let the consumers collect their shares on their own.
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If transporting in bulk, it is worthwhile
to take a little extra produce to prevent
conflict; this way nobody gets stuck with
something they don't like based on appearance or quality.

To have an effective and user-friendly distribution system,
it is useful to consider implementing the following:
car pooling to ensure access to the farm,
even for those without a vehicle.
Having an exchange table or box at the
delivery point.
Having some surplus in boxes to satisfy extra needs or to surprise members.
Inviting other producers to the delivery
events/sharing the drop-off points with
them to make life easier for members and
to make markets more accessible for other
producers.

49

Distribution at the "Háromkaptár" Vegetable Community
(Tahitótfalu)
monday: Checking cases and other distribution tools, organising the preparation
room.
tuesday: Arranging less sensitive vegetables (harvest, cleaning, measurement).
wednesday: Harvest at sunrise of the most
sensitive vegetables. Portioning out of
weekly shares into boxes that are labelled
by name.
at 5pm departure to the pilisszentlászló
drop-off point (boxes can be picked up here
by members at any time) and budapest
(delivery is to a private house with pickup
between 6pm and 8pm). On the way a stop
is made at a delivery point in szentendre
(pick-up is Thursday morning). at 6.00pm
departure to vác (pick up point is at a private house between 6.30 and 8.30 pm on
Wednesday or the following morning).

D

C

B

A

vác

szentendre

budapest

pilisszentlászló
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the neuchatel rage de vert
(www.ragedevert.ch) supplies
110 families with fresh vegetables every week. Consumers
can pick up their shares, which
consist of a box to fill with
products left in bulk, at various
drop-off points. They also have
an option for environmentally friendly home delivery: two
bike couriers deliver shares to
certain families in exchange
for two weekly boxes.

51

07
Communication

and feedback

c

ommunication is a crucial aspect of
CSA. It forms the basis for trust and
partnership, creating a shared iden-

tity. Consistent, frequent communication
is necessary in the handling of both inter-

nal and external issues. Communication
is especially important in case of serious
problems: without talking about these
problems, communities cannot continue
to exist in the long-term.
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Communication is especially important in three areas:
1 Regarding impressions in general and
in dealing with special issues – the representation of the farm and the issues
of CSA.

2 In community building and the
strengthening of farmer-consumer and
consumer-consumer relationships.

3 Concerning operational tasks and their
performance -regular feedback is crucial
for consumers and farmers.
We can utilise several different communication tools in all three of these areas –
see the table below. However, when using
these tools do not forget about characteristics of individual members: do not presume that everyone uses the internet.
Though CSA farmers must communicate
frequently, they needn't be responsible for
all communications: consumer members
can and should play an active role in this
regard. Ideally, a few community members
take over certain communication tasks
(e.g managing recipe blog or waiting list)
and relieve some of the burden from the
producer.
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Finally, do not expect communication to
be easy. It is likely that in many cases your
communication will be one-sided as answers and responses do not arrive when
or how you intended. Accept this fact and
do not despair: even though most people
appreciate information, they do not have
the time or willingness to actively communicate. Most members simply cannot or are
unable to move out of their passive role.

Internet tools
The latest electronic communication solutions provide great potential for CSAs:
e-mail lists that can be created in most
mailing programmes.
Web-based groups like Yahoo or Google
groups can provide many valuable and integrated features including email lists, file
sharing, calendars, surveys and so on.
social networking platforms like Facebook also provides good and free, though
less private, options.
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Availability
It is vital for CSA farmers/communities to
publish their availability. It is a common
problem that interested consumers are often unable to find, join or contact suitable
farmers.
Association

of

Conscious

Consum-

ers collects CSA related information on
www.tudatosvasarlo.hu/csa (currently
only in Hungarian). Contact: tve@tve.hu
Contact information for our Swiss Partner,
AGRIDEA: kontakt@agridea.ch

The table
The following table summarises the needed communication tools for setting-up and
operating a CSA farm.
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the issues

explaining

knowledge

source of

members

recruiting

outreach,
visibility

3

2

1

most important
functions

flyers, posters, information meetings, email and

advertising

brainstorming

choosing an appealing name

prepare answers for interviews (radio, magazine,
TV, daily newspapers and farm reports)

preparing/being ready to talk

if asked

farmers

mutual farm visits, "peer interviews"

opportunities for personal meetings

interested

communication with other

contact and waiting lists, phone calls, emailing,

keeping in touch with those

web-based electronic calls, newspaper ads

snowball method, word-of-mouth marketing

meetings, farm visits, video, photos

blog, website, social media, (local) media, public

tools (personal, paper based, electronic)

utilisation of social networks

being visible to the world

to-dos

1

2

3

4

trust building

knowledge
development

transparency

building
group
identity

community
development

most important
functions

regular farm events, presence at pick-up events, other
gatherings
harvest festival

al meetings

celebration

frequent emailing,

ories

providing opportunities for person-

website/blog, webgallery, social media group, newsletters,

presentations

lenges, performance via farm visits, newsletters, emails,

reporting regularly back to community about costs, chal-

joining in or founding an umbrella organisation

events, email list, social media group, newsletter, etc.

tips, know-hows, interesting data, recipes etc. via farm

taking and sharing photos, mem-

about the farm

letting members know details

information

collecting, organizing and sharing

information about products, challenges, worries etc. via

quently
newsletter, blog, emailing, social media group

presence at pick-up events, farm visit possibilities, share

tools (personal, paper based, electronic)

talking to farmer/members fre-

to-dos

1

2

3

4

5

planning

management

feedback

evaluation

conflict resolution
and problem solving

operation of CSA

most important
functions

box for anonymous complaints at drop-off points

pointed with anything

speak up if there are problems

consensus building

the community

findings, evaluate together with

emailing, personal talks

personal meetings and talks

evaluation meeting, evaluation report/minutes

personal talks, email list, emailing, social media group,

letting know if satisfied/ disap-

based on the feedback and survey

ing tables

scriptions

paper- or web-based surveys

contact list, emailing, phone calls, calendar, account-

distributing tasks, tracking sub-

collect feedback regularly

planning sessions

emailing, paper- and web-based surveys

tools (personal, paper based, electronic)

involving the community

collecting ideas and advices

to-dos

08
How to

Start and Run
a csa

B

elow is an overview and orientation
about CSA on the best practices, necessary tasks and important questions. The

list does not cover all of the planning issues,

so it should take local needs and issues into
consideration. It should also be kept in mind
that planning will only be successful future
members are also involved in the process.
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1 Learning CSA
Contact existing initiatives.

Is there a successful example I can

Information from CSOs, research

follow?

bodies etc.
What are the risks and potential
pitfalls?
How are they dealt with by others?

2 Consideration of needs and capability
Measure the land and choose the

How many consumers can be sup-

manner of production.

plied from my land?

Recruiting potential farmers and

Which kind of products can be

consumers.

harvested? How? (e.g. organic, no
pesticide, conventional)

Think over the community-based
operations.

Where are conscious consumers
and how many? Where are suitable
farmers likely to want to open a CSA?
Who might be interested in this
model?
Am I comfortable with managing a
community?
Is there any “key person” who will
be responsible for organising our
CSA system?
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3 Setting up a management plan
Synchronisation of production

Am I able to produce the basic food

capacity and consumer needs.

items for all of the consumers?

Careful consideration of the

Can I supply the consumers only

possibilities and limitations of

for a season, or for a year?

different CSA schemes.
Does my farm ensure enough food
Short and long term plans.

diversity for the consumers?

Getting into the details (especially

Do unusual products take up only

regarding prices and volumes).

part of the box?

4 Contacting the farmer/ first consumers and
forming a "core group"
Elaboration of common princi-

Who is responsible for particular

ples, joint planning and sharing of

tasks?

responsibilities.
Sharing the tasks which are
important for the start-up and
operation.
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5 Creating the budget
List the advantages and disadvan-

What are the production costs?

tages of various operational forms
(e.g. cooperative, small-scale pro-

Do I need additional income? What

ducer).

percent of the costs can be covered
by the CSA?

Determination of yearly supply,
calculating the yearly operational

How many consumers/members

costs and the price of the “share”

do we need to cover all of the costs?

for a year.
How much should the consumers
Taking into account the long-term

pay?

costs (e.g. investments, reserves)
and incorporate

these into the

price.

How much will the weekly “share”
cost?
How many working hours are
needed for operations (production
and organisation)?
How will you make the system
simple and economical?

6 Choosing the name
Choose an easily understandable

Is the name meaningful?

name.
Is it easy to remember?
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7 Recruitment
Utilization of existing social net-

Why will consumers choose us?

works (recommendations, wordof-mouth and viral marketing).

Which kind of platforms are used by
the potential consumers?

Sending personal “invitations”
(e-mail, Facebook).

Which kind of information should
be shared with consumers?

Organise events on the farm.
Utilization of marketing tools (e.g.

What will the frequently asked

website, leaflet, advertisements).

questions likely be?

Listing the interested consumers.

How can we convinced consumers
that we are reliable?

8 Adjustment of plans
Common planning events, clari-

When should it start?

fication of consumer needs, what
goods can be grown and choosing

What needs have not yet been

how to farm.

touched upon? What can be done
in the short term?

Finalisation of the distribution
system.

How will distribution actually work?

Correction of prices (if needed).

What responsibilities can be given
to the consumers?
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9 Contract/agreement
Sign the bilateral contract with

The contract includes:

members.

-the timeframe (seasonal/year),
-the responsibilities of each party,
-the payment amount and frequency,
-how risks are shared,
-the regulation of volunteer work,
-the conditions for joining or leaving the community,
-and, sometimes, the common
principles.

10 Community building and communication
Organising on-farm events, har-

Do I know everybody’s name?

vest festivals (with a special focus
on children).

What is most fascinating about our
CSA?

Opening up to members and
continuous communication (email,

How can the potential consumers

Facebook, etc.).

be reached? Why will they feel a
connection to our initiative?

Subscription management (especially in relation to payments).

Are there any other problems that

Documentation (e.g. photos, blog).

need to be solved?
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11 Regular collection and evaluation of feedback
Openness to and regular interest in

Level of satisfaction…

the members.
Expectations.
Asking for regular feedback from
the members during and after the

Additional requirements .

season.
New ideas related to the products,
Sharing the results of the feedback

events, community based opera-

with the consumers (e.g. in the

tion, distribution etc.

planning stage).
Discuss and address problems
immediately as the arise.
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Legal structures

for Swiss CSA

different forms of organization
Several legal forms exist for CSA

establishment of a legal struc-

initiatives. Each initiative must

ture. These help to strengthen the

find the form that best suits them.

"democratic functions" of the CSA
initiative, to define the legal re-

Be careful not to get lost in dis-

sponsibilities and to appoint peo-

cussions about a complex organi-

ple with certain responsibilities

zation that is more likely to hinder

and decision making powers.

than promote the project.
Individual initiatives require no
The legal forms "cooperative"
and "association" require the

special legal structure.

1
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2

cooperatives

associations

Producers are usually employees

An association of consumers and

of the cooperative while consum-

or producers that organize the

ers are cooperative members.

distribution of products from one
or more farms.

Investments in production and
distribution are provided for by

The products are either intended

the shares brought by cooperative

for consumers within the same

members.

organization or for consumers
that are not organized.

Annual fees generally ensure the

Producer Association members

cooperative remains functional.

generally have farm status and
receive direct payments. Income

Cooperative members are stake-

from CSA usually represents a

holders in the process of decision

small part of their turnover.

making and generally participate
in the various activities of pro-

a a grouping of producers

duction and management.
› Producers want to offer a basket
The content of the contract con-

of various products.

tains specifics on the delivery
of products as well as about the

› The committee sometimes con-

working hours of cooperative

sists of producers and consumers.

members.
› Consumers do not take part in
Cooperatives usually offer vege-

the committee and are not part of

table boxes every week.

the organization.
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b a group of consumers

The producer usually has the sta-

› Consumers want to have various

rect payments.

tus of a farm and is eligible for diregional products in their baskets.
The management of the initiative
› The producers delivering their

is fully controlled by the farmer.

products for these baskets are
sometimes organized in a struc-

The products traded in this type

ture (e.g. as a single company) or

of initiative tend to be perishables

are an integral part of the associ-

such as vegetables, dairy, fruit,

ation;

fresh meat, etc.

› The committee can consist of

coordination is necessary

an equal number of producers
and consumers or of a majority of

Coordination is essential to the

consumers.

smooth running of a CSA initiative.

3

The coordination may be provided

individual initiatives

by the farmer in cases where a CSA
has a single producer (individual

A farmer offers products to con-

farms).

sumers under contract.
In the cases where a CSA has sevConsumers are not organized in an

eral producers, there must be a

association nor is the farmer.

coordination structure (commit-

The contract usually lasts for a

ative, etc.).

tee of the association or cooperyear and focuses on the delivery
and distribution of products and,

The coordination may be dele-

very rarely, includes work on the

gated to a member or other party

farm.

who is compensated for this task.
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An evaluation of the past season

In addition to the legal roles (Gen-

by the consumers and producers

eral Assembly, accounts, etc..),

working together can help adjust

the committee has the following

the baskets for seasons to come.

tasks:

the role of a committee

› to inform members about the
situation of the association or co-

A committee is legally mandatory

operative;

for associations and cooperatives.
› to establish links between proIt is useful for all initiatives, even

ducers and consumers;

for individual initiatives.
› to adjust the contents of the
The committee is composed of:

baskets from one season to the
next;

› Cooperative members (= consumers) and employee-farmers

› to discuss prices (search for a fair

or farmers associated with the

and profitable price) and present

cooperative;

them to the General Assembly if

› consumers and producers in an

necessary.

association;
› In the case of individual farms,
farmers and consumers.
Recruit a committee quickly and
make sure it is large enough to
avoid the entire workload falling
on and exhausting a few people.

Further resources
Useful publications and supporting materials about CSA
and product marketing:
http://tudatosvasarlo.hu
http://www.vedegylet.hu
http://www.bacsagrarhaz.hu
http://www.elotiszaert.hu
urgenci – http://urgenci.net
UNITERRE: www.uniterre.ch
fracp: http://www.acpch.ch/websites/acp/index.php/accueil

Best practices/Lessons learnt:
Well established CSA initiatives in Hungary:
http://atalakulodunapart.blog.hu
evkerek.blogspot.hu
www.haromkaptar.hu
http://bioeleskamra.hu
http://elevenfoldblog.blogspot.hu
www.okotarsulas.hu
www.nyitottkert.hu
http://www.biokert.info/
http://www.bffd.hu/projektek/privatlecso.html
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Contacts
agridea contacts:
agridea
eschikon 28, ch-8315 lindau
Mr. Alfred Bänninger
alfred.baenninger@agridea.ch

Websites of Swiss CSA
initiatives:

+41 (0)52 354 97 56 direct
agridea

www.cocagne.ch

jordils 1 ch-1006 lausanne

www.affairetournereve.ch
www.paniera4pattes.ch

Ms. Astrid Gerz

www.cueillettes.org

astrid.gerz @agridea.ch

www.charrotons.org

+41 (0)21 619 44 65 direct

www.lejardinpotager.ch
www.lagrihotte.ch

Mr. Josy Taramarcaz‚

www.lesjardinsduflon.ch

Josy.Taramarcaz@agridea.ch

www.lumiere-des-champs.ch

+41 (0)21 619 44 24 direct

www.lopinbleu.ch
www.fontaine-andre.ch

acc contact:

www.clef-des-champs.ch

association of conscious

www.saveurs-de-saisons.ch

consumers

www.lesaresetvous.ch

hungary 1114 budapest, móricz

www.vergers-epicure.ch

zsigmond körtér 3/a fsz. 3.

www.notrepanierbio.ch
www.soliterre.ch

Tel: 36-1-225-8136, 225-8137,

www.ragedevert.ch

Fax: 36-1-225-8136
E-mail: tve@tve.hu
www.tudatosvasarlo.hu
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